Introducing…

Stuart Gelles
“THE ONLY THING
CONSTANT IS CHANGE”
Unknown author
Perhaps never before in our
history has change been more
relevant in every aspect of our
lives as it is right now. But, how
do we reach the altitude to have
the vision to lead while
maintaining the focus to survive
and thrive? The change
reshaping our world calls for
urgent action; demanding we
master the:

Business of
Change
Stuart Gelles has spent over 25 years coaching teams and individuals in communication skills, teamwork
and self-awareness to effectively manage change and produce results. He does this by having individuals
become aware of their behavior, their co-workers‟ perspective and reach perspective that fits into the
company‟s goals. He is particularly adept at working with teams to boost creativity and effectively
manage the sales process.
His "Business of Change" Model provides new paradigms of leadership
success and solutions for life. Stressing the importance of altitude and
reinvention, Gelles‟ work provides clients with a renewed creative
perspective to meet the constant challenges of change, while increasing
productivity and results. Critical in this environment, specific focus is
given to energizing sales teams through new and effective approaches to
developing interpersonal and communication skills leading to win/win
results with customers.
Stuart has consulted with top executives and their teams at a wide range
of international Fortune 500 companies from financial institutions
to media companies including UBS, Yahoo, NBC, Conde Nast and CNN.
At CNN his coaching with the CNN Financial News Management Team
and CNN Executives spearheaded the launch of The CNN Financial
News network both on television and online.
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Stuart Gelles
Business of Change
“So many of us compartmentalize our lives into the domains of family, relationships,
career, spirituality and leisure activities-- rather being committed to achieving a balance
between them all. Once this optimum balance is successfully accomplished,
tremendous personal power is unleashed and there are lifelong benefits. Realizing,
promoting and integrating social, emotional and professional competencies are vital for
a healthy life. This creates a sense of aliveness and passion for life which all of us
strive for. No matter what the forces of change may bring, the dynamics of this
reinvention and the impact of a renewed „human architecture‟ can, in fact, last a
lifetime!”
Stuart Gelles
Stuart‟s forthcoming book, „LIFE INC: success at the business of life!” is based on more than 25 years of
motivational, sales, and high level corporate training and consulting. Focusing on the art of balance and
re-invention, Stuart has guided tens of thousands towards successfully achieving their goals and fulfilling
their lifelong dreams.
This body of work utilizes a multi-dimensional model, Stuart refers to as”THE SOURCE MODEL.” It
works by integrating the emotional („BE-ER‟), spiritual („DREAM-ER‟) and physical („DO-ER‟) components
of our personalities and the dynamics of human behaviors, with a neutral perspective through which to
evaluate and view life. Learning this technology has made the difference for individuals personally and
professionally… transforming individuals, families, careers and entire organizations.
Stuart‟s methodology can be customized for any audience composed of people wanting to improve their
leadership skills and life skills and is especially appropriate for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Large Corporations or Small Business Owners
Executives, managers and employees of all levels
Individuals and organizations…facing personal and professional challenges
Motivational Sales conferences-- mastering sales strategies and increasing productivity
HR groups and associations
The challenges and dynamics of „The Business of Change‟ and its impact on Individuals
and companies.

Clients:

Testimonials:

CNN
Yahoo
UBS
CondeNast
NBC

"Stuart trained our staff at a tough time of layoffs and low morale. He energized the team and had them re-ignite their
passion for their jobs and working with each other. In particular, he had them understand how we filter communication
based on what we value and how that might not be how the other guy sees it. This was crucial for opening up
communication and having our teams effectively work with each other.”

Craig Forman, CEO & founder, MyPrimetime
"I headed up the editorial team of CNNfn. We worked with a diverse group of managers who were promoted into
leadership roles with no management training. Because they were in high pressure jobs, they communicated with
each other very abruptly and protected their own turf. Stuart helped us to understand and respect each other‟s
diverse points of views and work together as a team. We did this in a very short period of time. It was an amazing
experience.”
Debra Kocher, VP,CNN
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